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Photo Descriptions 
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Photo description: At right, a SSP guides her DB 
client’s hand toward the elevator button.  
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Photo description:  At center, a DB man walks 
between two cars and prepares to open the door, as 
his SSP, in the background, looks on.  
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Photo description: At right, the SSP describes 
something to her DB client outside at a park.  
 
Caption: Jorge (left) uses both touch and vision while 
listening to Lee.  
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Photo description:  At left, a DB woman inspects a 
school backpack while her SSP points out the details.  
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Photo description: At left, a DB man inspects a travel 
kit while his SSP helps by holding up the travel kit.  
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Photo description: At left, a DB man inspects a tool 
while his SSP waits.  
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Photo description: At left, a DB woman touches the 
artwork on the wall while her SSP describes the 
details.  
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Photo description: At left, a DB woman inspects 
bananas while her SSP is standing by with her hand 
touching the DB woman’s shoulder.  
 
Caption:  Here the DB woman uses a pro-tactile 
approach to choosing bananas while the SSP stays in 
touch.  
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Photo description: Four people are standing in a 
room; two DB people are conversing while their SSPs 
are standing nearby in touch.  



 
Caption: Notice the SSP on the left staying in touch 
with the DB man. The SSP on the right is doing the 
same, while the two DB people are using one hand to 
talk one to listen and do back-channeling.  
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Photo description:  Three people are in a triangle; on 
the left, a sighted hearing person is participating 
tactually in a conversation with two DB people.  
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Photo description: Two women are seated, in 
conversation.  At right, a sighted hearing person 
listens tactually with a DB woman, at left.  
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Photo description:  In a triangular format, at left a 
standing DB woman is discussing a topic with two 
sighted people: at left, a Deaf person sitting down on a 
chair, and at center, a hearing person standing. All 
three are in touch tactually. 
 

 
 


